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 Gematria 101 

 Bible Wheel? 

  The Key - 66  

Based on the insights of gematria, this study has long recognized America’s evolution (1492 - 

1776) to independence as a symbol of the “New World” to come. For one, her year of discovery 

1492 was during a blood moon tetrad, which paralleled with the Spanish Inquisition. Tetrad 

eclipses are harbingers of worldwide change (i.e.: 1929, 1948, and 1967). 1492 is 4 times divisible 

by 373, which reveals the intimate connection between “wisdom-73,” the “word-373” and 

“physical manifestation-19.” G1492 for the Greek word “eido” (to see, know)  is translated 666 

times in the bible. Strong’s indexes for G1492, G3700 and G2300 are virtually interchangeable.  
 

The spiritual significance of 1776 for the year of America’s independence is extremely 

prominent as well. “1776” holds the value for “eschatos / last,” “prophecy” and Genesis 1:4, 

which integrated with 813 relates to the “Creation of Light.” 813 is the result of 3 x “271,” 

which equates to “And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters.” (Gen 1:2) The 

ordinal value 271 parallels the standard value of 1369 (37 x 37 = “fullness,” “Image of God”) and 

“271” is the 10th Centered Hexagon number found it the heart of the 10th Star number 541, the 

value of “Israel,” “Sarah,” “The Commandments” and “Stone Tablets.” The below gragh 

highlights the intergration of light for 1776 and 813.  
 

1776 = Sum of Genesis 1.4 [And God saw the light, that it was good: and God divided the 

light from the darkness.]  (“Lights” starts at “137” = Fine Structure Constant) 

 = Sum of overlap of Gen 1.3-4 [... And God said, Let there be light: and there was light. 

And God saw the light ...] (Abraham was 137 when Sarah rested in the Promise land) 

813 = Sum of Gen 1.3 [And God said, Let there be light: and there was light.] 

   = Sum of part Gen 1.4 […and God divided the light from the darkness.] 

 

This should put in context the prophetic symbolic significance of the only exclusively US visible 

“Great American Eclipse” spanning 14 states viewed by millions on 8/21/17, which marked the 

beginning of the final 73 days to the world’s idol feast of judgment Allhallowtide 2017.  
 

The last coast to coast eclipse in the US fulfilled the prediction of Albert Einstein 99 years ago 

June 8, 1918 when a massive flu pandemic assaulted one third of the world’s population killing 

20 to 50 million infected around the world. 1918 was the same year WWI finally came to an 

“end.” “99” holds the value for “Amen,” the last word of the Word {Rev 22:21}. 99 was Abraham’s 

age when God “appeared” (Gen 17:1) and repeated His dry land rainbow promise to Noah:  
  

And God said, This [is] the token of the covenant which I make between me and you 

and every living creature that [is] with you, for perpetual generations: I do set my bow 

in the cloud, and it shall be for a token of a covenant between me and the earth. And 

it shall come to pass, when I bring a cloud over the earth, that the bow shall be seen in 

the cloud: And I will remember my covenant… {Gen 9:12-15}  
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This watch study was recharged with the great anticipation of the biblical guarantee Judgment 

Day for May 21, 2011, precisely 7,000 years from the flood 4990 BC. The sign of two annual 

solar eclipses leading to the count of the Sabbath Journey on Ascension Thursday 5/9/13 

spiritually inspired the hope and wisdom that delivered the ultimate revelation. Since May 21, 

2011 was equated to the judgment of the flood, the solar eclipse of May 20-21, 2012 observed 

in the US 365 days later was matched with Noah’s dry land rainbow when God remembered His 

promise. Because God’s promise was reiterated to Abraham one year forward (Gen 17:21); we 

discovered the solar eclipse Ascension Thursday 5/9/13 that began the wisdom count (666 + 

153 + 666  + 153 days )  (Rev 13:18) for the Lord’s return “a sabbath day’s Journey” away (Acts 1:12).  
 

With a measure of faith, following the year-long journey of Noah to dry land; recognizing the 

first rainbow eclipse 5/20/12 as a profound sign was swiftly apparent because it also happened 

to be exactly 365 days from the corresponding flood judgment date 5/21/11 according to the 

Hebrew dates for 4990 BC - 4989 BC. “Walking with God” 365 days like Enoch (who was raptured 

Gen 5:23-24)) to notice the 2012 eclipse was critical because it alerted our attention to key the 

Ascension Thursday solar eclipse 5/9/13, which began the final Sabbath Journey count one year 

later.   
  

Realizing the Great America Eclipse 8/21/17 as the ultimate dry land rainbow sign (Gen 9:12-14), 

we should expect to see a correlation with the three relevant dates. Indeed we are not at all 

disappointed. Considering that the 2012 eclipse extended to 5/21/12, the time path to this 

August eclipse is stunning as it spans “1918” days tying it to the previous US span total solar 

eclipse that occurred 99 years ago. Only the word “reign” holds a value of 1918 in the bible.  
  

 From Spiritual Harvest Day 5/21/12 to Great NW Eclipse 8/21/17 are 1,918 days  
 

1918 = 2 x 7 x 137 “Kabbalah” = 1918 = Year of last Total US Span Solar Eclipse!  

 

 Form Ascension Thursday Eclipse 5/9/13 to Great NW Eclipse 8/21/17 are 1,566 days  
 

1566 = 27 “Light,” “Hath Told,” “Riddle” x 58 “Noah,” “Grace,” “Garden”  

 

 From Spiritual Judgment Day 5/21/11 to Great NW Eclipse  8/21/17 are 2,284 days 
 

2284 = 4 (Universe) x 571 “unto Israel” (Gen 46:2) 

 

And God spake unto Israel in the visions of the night, and said, Jacob, Jacob. 

And he said, Here am I. {Gen 46:2} 
 

Israel (H3478) = “God prevails” 
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The extreme rarity of the Great America Solar Eclipse is reminiscent of the rare Super-Moon -

Equinox - Solar Eclipse trifecta that occurred smack in the middle of the 2014-2015 Blood Moon 

Tetrad on March 20, 2015, which profoundly harmonized in step with the progression of the 

Promise Study timeline. It’s no coincidence when Passover and Tabernacles line up with four 

consecutive lunar eclipses over a two-year period. This extraordinary phenomenon only 

accompany worldwide change on the magnitude of 70 AD (2nd Temple Fall), 79 AD (Destruction of 

Pompei), 1492 (Spanish Inquisition – New World America) 1929 (Great Depression), 1948 (Israel’s 

national rebirth) and 1967 (The Six Day War). The latest anticipated tetrad was punctuated by the 

Super-moon celestial trifecta to emphasize that this sign specifically timed by the Almighty was 

not sent in vain. Now let’s see what happens when we calculate its time path to New World 

eclipse. The doubling of 443 spanning these two distinctive solar events speaks to a guarantee.  

 

 From Super-Moon-Equinox-Eclipse 3/20/15 to New World Eclipse 8/21/17 are 886 days 

 

886 = 2 x 443 “The Word,” “The House of God” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The comet ISON’s target on the merge of Thanksgiving and Hanukkah (Thanksgivukkah) on 
11/28/13, which could not reoccur for another 77,000 years, was arguably the most amazing 
celestial sign of our day. Many skeptics who refused to confirm a 7,000-year time path from 
4990 BC to 2011 were quietly nervous during their holiday dinner. Thus far, the Great American 
Eclipse has proven to be a prophetic linchpin for each significant date. How could we miss the 
count from Comet ISON? The birthright blessing for the firstborn to prevail is nigh… 
 

 From Comet ISON 11/28/13 to US New World eclipse 8/21/17 are 1,362 days 
 

1362 = 2 x 3 x 227 “Birthright,” “Firstborn,” “Blessing,” “Thy Light” 
 

“Memorial,” “Prevail,” “Congregation,” “Gather,” “Man” 

ISON 

11/28/13 

https://www.timeanddate.com/date/durationresult.html?m1=3&d1=20&y1=2015&m2=8&d2=21&y2=2017&ti=on
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http://newsfeed.time.com/2013/11/01/everything-you-need-to-know-about-thanksgivukkah/
https://www.timeanddate.com/date/durationresult.html?m1=11&d1=28&y1=2013&m2=8&d2=21&y2=2017
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Despite the history of the Lisbon Earthquake of 1755, not many in the US would suspect 
Allhallowtide as the ultimate Day of Reckoning. Even In the wake of devastating Hurricane 
Sandy that blacked out the tri-state in the fall of 2012, New Jersey invoked an executive order 
to postpone Trick or Treat to prevent their dear children from being cheating out of the ghostly 
fun of Halloween. However, the historic impact of 1755 might give pause to the neighbors 
across the seas. This was when a horrific earthquake, tsunami, inferno trifecta demolished the 
town of Lisbon on their abominable annual November 1st festival to idolize the dead.  
 

The so called “All Saints Day” in association with Halloween is a man-made feast that glorifies 
the relics of the dead in extreme abomination against the Holy Word of God, where all the laws 
for His feasts days are set and meticulously defined (Lev 23:24-44). Allhallowtide defies the 
Second Commandment outlined in three verses from Exodus 20:4-6.  
 

Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness [of any thing] that [is] 
in heaven above, or that [is] in the earth beneath, or that [is] in the water under the 
earth: Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them, nor serve them: for I the LORD thy 
God [am] a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children unto the 
third and fourth [generation] of them that hate me; And shewing mercy unto thousands 
of them that love me, and keep my commandments. {Exo 20:4-6} 

 
The spiritual enormity of this passage is realized in the factorization of its gematria value 
12,573, which equates to 99 x 127. “99” of course is the age of Abraham (Gen 17:1) when God 
“appeared” to reiterate His dry land rainbow promise to Noah, while “127” is the age when 
Sarah was laid to rest in the double/portion cave found in the promise land of Canaan (Gen 23:1-

2). “127” identifies with “The King of Glory” and happens to join the “beginning” and “ending” 
anagrams of “2701” and “2017.”  When Sarah rested at 127, Isaac got married at age “37.”  
 
The grave implication of November 1st was shockingly calculated exactly 1,260 days (Rev 11:2, 

13:5) from May 21, 2011. November 1, 2014 was also the 259th anniversary of the Lisbon 
Earthquake itself. 259 is the result of 7 x 37 “wisdom.” Certainly here God was underscoring this 
specific date for a very prophetic purpose. It’s also prudent to know that there are exactly 2,300 
days from May 21, 2011 to September 6, 2017, which happens to be the 23rd anniversary of the 
initial warning of Rosh Hashanah during the Jubilee year 1994. Just to think the mockers loved 
to use this date as their best evidence of a “failed prophecy” during the 2011 worldwide 
warning although September 6-7, 1994 was derived from being 2,300 days from the end of the 
church age on Pentecost 5/22/88 - the 13,000th anniversary of the world. September 6-7, 171 
BC was also 2,300 days from the original Feast of Dedication - December 24, 165 BC.  
 
Before the Second, the Forth Commandment to keep the Sabbath (Exo 20:8-11) holds the highest 
gematria value of all Ten Commandments at 17,303. 17,303 = (11 x 11 x 11 x 13); or (13 x 1,331) 
1,331 = Gen 37:19  
 

And they said one to another, Behold, this dreamer cometh. {Gen 37:19} 

 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1755_Lisbon_earthquake
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https://www.timeanddate.com/date/durationresult.html?m1=5&d1=22&y1=1988&m2=9&d2=7&y2=1994&ti=on
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Considering “X marks the spot” as illustrated above, one might surmise that the promise would 
not be realized for another seven years in 2024. However, the overwhelming evidence building 
up to 2017 cannot be simply dismissed without harmonizing a new conclusion. The seven-year 
projected eclipse must be considered within the context of what was comprehensively 
developed for 2017. Remember, “400” relates to “sign” of the sun, and holds the value for 
“harvest,” “heaven,” “judge,” “year” and the last Hebrew letter tav. The first letter alpha plus 
tav equals 401, which also values “Sign.” This is the key hidden Hebrew word that’s un-
translated to English in the first creation verse of the bible.  
 

             
  
 
 
 
 

In other words, because the number 401 is included in its total value 2701, it would be perfectly 
accurate to translate Genesis 1:1 as: “In the beginning God created the signs of the heaven and 
the earth,” which is clearly collaborated by the declaration of Psalms 19. 

 

The heavens declare the glory of God; and the firmament sheweth his handywork. 
Day unto day uttereth speech, and night unto night sheweth knowledge. [There is] no 
speech nor language, [where] their voice is not heard. Their line is gone out through all 
the earth, and their words to the end of the world. In them hath he set a tabernacle 
for the sun, Which [is] as a bridegroom coming out of his chamber, [and] rejoiceth as a 
strong man to run a race. His going forth [is] from the end of the heaven, and his 
circuit unto the ends of it: and there is nothing hid from the heat thereof. {Psalms 19:1-6} 

 

2701 - 401 = “2300” (Daniel 8:13-14) 

The Solar Total Eclipse is only possible on the earth because while the sun’s diameter is 400 
times larger than the moon, it is also 400 times further in distance from the moon. “400” is the 
value of the last (22nd) Hebrew letter: “Tav,” which originates from the Egyptian symbol “X” for 
“Taw,” meaning “mark.” The path of totality for the Great American Eclipse lines up with the 
nation’s earthquake hazard zones while intersecting with the its next projected total solar 
eclipse in 2024 at the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers seven years ahead.  

http://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_401.php
http://earthsky.org/space/coincidence-that-sun-and-moon-seem-same-size
http://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_400.php
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taw
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The relatively close timeframe of seeing two total eclipses intersecting the US just seven years 
apart after nearly a century 1918 appears to be an underscoring of God’s imminent redemption 
and looming Day of Judgment upon the world. It’s reassuring to find that Strong’s index G2017 
relates to light “shined upon” while the index G2024 relates to “supply” or “contribution.” The 
only word in the bible with a numeric value of 2017 is the “katecho” (G2722) meaning “holdfast.”   

 

When Sarah died at age “0127,” Abraham made a very public purchase of her burial to be laid 
to rest in the promise land of Canaan for a pricey 400 shekels of silver.  
 

And Abraham hearkened unto Ephron; and Abraham weighed to Ephron the silver, 
which he had named in the audience of the sons of Heth, four hundred shekels of 
silver, current [money] with the merchant. And the field of Ephron, which [was] in 
Machpelah, which [was] before Mamre, the field, and the cave which [was] therein, 
and all the trees that [were] in the field, that [were] in all the borders round about, 
were made sure Unto Abraham for a possession in the presence of the children of 
Heth, before all that went in at the gate of his city. And after this, Abraham buried 
Sarah his wife in the cave of the field of Machpelah before Mamre: the same [is] 
Hebron in the land of Canaan. {Gen 23:16-19} 

  
 “Machpelah,” the field in the Promise Land where the Sarah and patriarchs were buried, 
means “double” or “portion” (H4375). The significance of something doubled was understood 
by Joseph who was rewarded for his interpretation of Pharaoh’s dream.  
 

And for that the dream was doubled unto Pharaoh twice; [it is] because the thing [is] 
established by God, and God will shortly bring it to pass. {Gen 41:32} 

 
Amazingly, the doubling of 400 equals “800,” which happens to be the value of “rainbow” and 
“omega” the last letter of the Greek alphabet. 801 (9 x 89) equates to “Alpha + Omega,” “The 
Creator” and “dove.”  
 

I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end, the first and the last. Blessed [are] 
they that do his commandments, that they may have right to the tree of life, and may 
enter in through the gates into the city. {Rev 22:13-14} 

 
The table below represents common words found in the Bible Wheel gematria values for “400” 
and “800.” 

 

400  800 

Salvation - H3468  Salvation - H3444 

Seventh - H7637  Seventy - G1941 

Vinegar  H3690 Vinegar  

Judge H8199 Judge 

Breath  H5397 Breath  

Year H8141 Year 

https://www.blueletterbible.org/lang/lexicon/lexicon.cfm?Strongs=G2017&t=KJV
https://www.blueletterbible.org/lang/lexicon/lexicon.cfm?Strongs=G2024&t=KJV
http://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_Database.php?Gem_Number=2017&SearchByNum=Go
https://www.blueletterbible.org/lang/lexicon/lexicon.cfm?Strongs=G2722&t=KJV
https://www.blueletterbible.org/lang/lexicon/lexicon.cfm?Strongs=H4375&t=KJV
https://www.blueletterbible.org/lang/lexicon/lexicon.cfm?Strongs=H4116&t=KJV
http://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_800.php
http://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_801.php
http://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_400.php
http://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_Database.php?SearchBy_Gematria=800
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Harmoniously, 2017 marks 23 years from the Jubilee year 1994 which was the inspiration of this 
watch from The Feast of Trumpets / Announcement - Rosh Hashanah September 6, 1994. The 
Feast of Trumpets was when John the Baptist officially trumpeted Christ as the Lamb of God 
1335 days before the birth of the church on the first Pentecost 33 AD - when the Holy Spirit was 
poured out upon the world. 1,955 (5 x 17 x 23) years later, on Pentecost 1988, the 13,000th 
anniversary the world; the church age had ended. From the then, the commission to witness 
and send forth the gospel for 23 years was left to the elect outside the church - until Spiritual 
Judgment Day - May 21, 2011 (Exactly 7,000 years from the flood 4990 BC) when sadly salvation for 
the world had finally ended. As in Noah’s days, 365 days later was the sign of the rainbow in the 
solar eclipse 5/20/2012, which led to the discovery of Abraham’s promise to be establish in the 
birth of Isaac for the start of the Sabbath Journey count at the same set time one year later - 
solar eclipse - 5/9/13 (Gen 17:21). The double promise of God’s return (Gen 18:10, 14), points back 
to Sarah’s time of life at 127, when Isaac is married at 37, holds a numeric value of “2024.”  
 

Is any thing too hard for the LORD? At the time appointed I will return unto thee, 
according to the time of life, and Sarah shall have a son. {Gen 18:14} 

 

This year Rosh Hashanah connects with the “Great Virgo Sign” of Revelation 12 that’s been 
long-anticipated by astronomers and astrologist for some time. The rarity of a 7,000-year 
occurrence should bring pause for anyone to take notice. Without the benefit of a telescope, 
please permit me to yield to the experts of the stars for the general comparative assessment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How the constellations Virgo and Leo will fit the “Great Sign” of Revelation 12 
 
On September 23, the sun will be in the constellation Virgo - “a woman clothed with the sun”. 
The moon will be at the feet of Virgo - “with the moon under her feet”. The ‘nine’ stars of the 
zodiac constellation Leo, plus three planets (Mercury, Venus, and Mars), will be at the head of 
Virgo - “on her head a crown of 12 stars”. The planet Jupiter will be in the center of Virgo, and, 
as the weeks pass after September 23, Jupiter will exit Virgo to the east, past her feet, so to 
speak - “She was with child and wailed aloud in pain as she labored to give birth”. Jupiter is the 
largest of the planets, the “king” of the planets, so to speak — “She gave birth to a son, a male 

child, destined to rule all the nations.” EarthSky.org. 

As time winds down in 2017, Columbus Day celebrates America as the New World discovery in 
1492 on October 9, 2017. This holiday happens to be 23 days from Allhallowtide. “23” is the 
gematria ordinal value for Aleph + Tav, the first and last letters of the Hebrew alphabet.    

Rev 12:1-2 
 

And there appeared a great wonder in 

heaven; a woman clothed with the sun, 

and the moon under her feet, and upon 

her head a crown of twelve stars: And 

she being with child cried, travailing in 

birth, and pained to be delivered. 

https://www.timeanddate.com/date/durationresult.html?m1=9&d1=29&y1=29&m2=5&d2=25&y2=33&ti=on
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_eclipse_of_May_20,_2012
https://watchers.news/2013/05/06/annular-solar-eclipse-on-may-910-2013/
https://www.blueletterbible.org/tools/MultiVerse.cfm?s=00008D
https://www.blueletterbible.org/tools/MultiVerse.cfm?s=0005xy
http://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_Database.php?bnum=1&cnum=18&vnum=14
http://earthsky.org/human-world/biblical-signs-in-the-sky-september-23-2017
https://www.timeanddate.com/date/durationresult.html?m1=10&d1=9&y1=2017&m2=11&d2=1&y2=2017
http://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_23.php
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The Great Sign of Revelation 12:1-2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Revelation 12 opens with a scene that, for many, many years people have said would 
be impossible to literally observe; we now know for certain that that particular 
assessment is false, and a very literal interpretation of the opening verse of this 
scripture is going to occur in 2017. 
 
 In Isaiah 40:26, Isaiah is speaking of the stars and the constellations, wherein he states 
that God named every single one of them: “Lift up your eyes on high, and behold who 
hath created these things, that bringeth out their host by number: he calleth them all 
by names by the greatness of his might, for that he is strong in power; not one faileth.” 
This is also verified in Psalm 147:4, “He telleth the number of the stars; he calleth them 
all by their names.” 
 
            Enter the constellation Virgo, also known as the virgin. Above her head sits the 
constellation Leo, a constellation of 9 stars which is representative of a lion. In January 
of 2017, the planet Jupiter (which is known by the Hebrews as the “king planet”) enters 
the womb of Virgo and travails back and forth for 42 weeks… or the length of a 
healthy, human pregnancy. At the end of this cosmic pregnancy on September 23rd, 
2017, Jupiter pops out of the womb while Virgo is clothed with the sun, has the moon 
at her feet, and the constellation of Leo (which normally only has 9 stars) is joined by a 
planetary alignment involving Mercury, Mars, and Venus. As far as the people who 
work on 3D models of our solar system can tell, this specific event has not happened 
and will not happen again for at least 7,000 years in either direction. We are 
presented with the literal interpretation of Revelation 12 verses 1 and 2…. 

 

~ Excerpt from A. Smith article ~ 

 
 

 
******** 

 
 Surely there are thousands of interpretations on the Great Virgo Constellation across the net. 
The literal alignment of the stars matching Revelation 12 is a fascination worthy to draw mass 
attention in itself. But without a timeline of relevance being 39 days to Allhallowtide, it remains 
locked as a wonder to onlookers that will only further perplex beyond its passing. Just as “37” is 
reflective to “73;” “39” is the reflective number of “93.” 39 x 93 equals 3627, which holds the 
gematria value for John 1:1, the New Testament reflective verse and foundation trapezoid 
supporting the Creation Triangle verse Genesis 1:1.  
 

In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. 

Gen 1:1 

John 1:1 

https://www.blueletterbible.org/tools/MultiVerse.cfm?s=0007lV
https://www.blueletterbible.org/tools/MultiVerse.cfm?s=0013PA
http://beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2016/05/the-great-sign-of-revelation-121-2-happens-on-september-23rd-2017-it-also-marks-the-start-of-the-tribulation-2481005.html?currentSplittedPage=0
https://www.timeanddate.com/date/durationresult.html?m1=09&d1=23&y1=2017&m2=11&d2=1&y2=2017
http://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_39.php
http://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_93.php
http://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_Database.php?bnum=43&cnum=1&vnum=1
https://www.blueletterbible.org/tools/MultiVerse.cfm?s=0000or
https://sites.google.com/site/mathematicalmonotheism/ordinal-genesis-1-1-john-1-1-triangle
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Below is a related excerpt from Frank Colijn on the first word, “In the beginning,” in its 
association with “1819” (year of prior US eclipse) leading to the 17th Triangle number: “153.” 
 
 

 
The first word of the bible 'In the beginning', berashit, is written in Hebrew with six 
letters:  
 

 
400 + 10 + 300 + 1 + 200 + 2 = 913 

 
The Star of David with 37 units seems to be the model for the number value of the first 
word. 913 can be formulated as (18 x 37 + (13 x 19).  All these numbers can be found in 
the structure of this Star of David. The gematria full of the first word is 1819 (see 
below) and is a junction of 18 and 19. In fact the word berashit is a junction of the 
word 'begin', rashit, , and the prefix 'In', . (911+2=913) All these letters have 
a name. That name can be written in full: gematria Millui:  
 

 
 
By using this gematria system there is given more information to the first word. The 
gematria 'full' of the first word of the bible is 1819, which is 17 x 107. This number 
value of the letters appears to have a relation with the number of letters. The logic 
that is followed is not very complicated. The word 'berashit', has six letters. The sixth 
prime is 11 (P6=11). Together that is 6+11=17, exact the number of letters of the 
gematria full and one of the factors of 1819: 
 

Gematria Full:  6+11=17 letters 
 
The principal that I have used I call the 'prime jump'. If we 'jump' two times more than 
we reach the number 107: 

6 P6=11, P11=29, P29=107 

 

“The First Word” 

http://members.home.nl/frankcolijn/frankcolijn/19_The_first_word.htm
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107 is the second factor of 1819. But why should we stop here with 'jumping'? There 
can be different reasons. The sum of the first six  prime numbers is: 
 

1+2+3+5+7+11=29 
 

In this way the 29 becomes 'locked up' by the 'triangular count' of the first 6 primes. 
From 29 the last jump is made: P29=107. The sum of all four numbers of these three 
jumps is: 

6+11+29+107=153 

 
Triangle 17=153 

 
 
The triangular number of 17 is 153. In this way 153 ‘locks up’ the last prime jump from 
29 to 107. The number 153 has also in other places in the bible an important meaning. 
Mathematical it is also an interesting number. The triangle of 17 has not a singular 
centre of gravity, but has 3 units in its centre.  These are the units 61, 72 and 73, 
counted from the top of the triangle. The sum is 206. This is the number value of the 
word 'Word', , 200+2+4=206. It seems to be logic to interpret it in this way, think 
hereby of Joh.1:1:  
 

In the beginning was the word, and the word was with God and the word was God 

(divine) 

 

 

 

 

Excerpt from Frank Colijn’s website 

http://members.home.nl/frankcolijn/frankcolijn/500%20priemgetallen.htm
http://members.home.nl/frankcolijn/frankcolijn/indexEN.htm
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The extremely rare Great American Eclipse and once-in-a-world’s time Virgo Sign together 
total 112 (73 + 39) days to the end. “112” is the base count of the Gen 1:1/ John 1:1 creation 
triangle as well as “The LORD God” and “the key will open” (Zec 3:9).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The sum of the two reflective numbers for the two creation verses (37 + 93) is 130. “130” relates 
to the “full of days” (2 Chr 24:15), which is the age prominent priest Jehoiada, who made a 
covenant with the people (2 Chr 23:16), and was buried with honors for leading Aaron’s tribe of 
3,700 Levites in the City of David.  
 

And Jehoiada [was] the leader of the Aaronites, and with him [were] three thousand 
and seven hundred; {1 Chr 12:27} 

 

The reflective number of 112 is 211. “211” holds the value for “The Word,” “Counsellor,” “see,” 
“look,” “appeared,” “fear,” “clean,” “water” and “The Seer.” Symmetrically, the reflective 
number for 130 is 31. “31” is the value for “God,” “The Lamb,” “I will praise thee” and “And 
there was.” 
 
3700 is the total value of the twelve tribes of Israel where Reuben, with the value of 259, stands 
out as being the only name solely divisible by the number 37. Reuben was the elder brother 
who spared Joseph’s life. The 259th prime number happens to be 1637, the concluding “like 
manner” Sabbath day’s journey (Acts 1:11-12) from Ascension Day - Dry-land Rainbow Solar 
Eclipse 5/9/13. 
 
             
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

112 counters 

73rd Triangle 

In the beginning God created 

the heaven and the earth. 

In the beginning was the Word, 

and the Word was with God, 

and the Word was God. 

7% of 3700  

https://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_112.php
https://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_93.php
https://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_13.php
https://www.blueletterbible.org/tools/MultiVerse.cfm?s=0000QL
https://www.blueletterbible.org/tools/MultiVerse.cfm?s=0007Yz
https://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_211.php
https://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_31.php
http://www.fivedoves.com/revdrnatch/breastplate.htm
https://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_Database.php?Gem_Number=259&SearchByNum=Go
http://allthingsuniverse.com/prime/number/1637.html
https://www.blueletterbible.org/tools/MultiVerse.cfm?s=0002aY
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It should not be lost that while America was busy focusing on viewing the onetime exclusive US 
Totality Eclipse; it’s motherland across the seas were experiencing a historic moment on the 
same day of its own. Except for a few intermittent services of maintenance and repairs, the 
Great Bell Clock Tower in London that survived the German bombings of WWII was finally 
silenced for conservation works after timely bongs for over a century and a half. Coupled with 
the fact that the tower’s chime shattered the clock the same year America celebrated her 
Bicentennial in 1976, the symbolic silence of the “clock” is not likely coincidental.  
 

The combination of a New World sign along with cease of the symbolic clock has a beginning 
and ending effect.  As the 112 Triangular number, the two creation verses 2701 and 3627 total 
6328, which is an anagram of 2368 the value of “Jesus Christ.” 6328 minus the corresponding 
ending Jewish year 5778 is 550. “550” holds the value for “government,” “kingdom” “to set in 
order” and “eagle,” which is the symbol the New World America.  
 

For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given: and the government shall be upon 
his shoulder: and his name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, The mighty God, The 
everlasting Father, The Prince of Peace. Of the increase of [his] government and 
peace [there shall be] no end, upon the throne of David, and upon his kingdom, to 
order it, and to establish it with judgment and with justice from henceforth even for 
ever. The zeal of the LORD of hosts will perform this. The Lord sent a word into Jacob, 
and it hath lighted upon Israel {Isa 9:6-8} 

 

The 550th prime number is “3989,” which equates to the concluding phrase of John 7:40 
 

Many of the people therefore, when they heard this saying, said, Of a truth this is the 
Prophet. {John 7:40} 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://moneyweek.com/5-august-1976-big-ben-breaks-down-for-the-first-time-in-117-years/
https://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_Database.php?Gem_Number=550&SearchByNum=Go
https://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_550.php
http://allthingsuniverse.com/prime/number/3989.html
https://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_Database.php?bnum=43&cnum=7&vnum=40&SourceTxt=SCR&getverse=Go
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The Promise Studies directs the reader to reference the KJV for one’s own proof. The extended timeline has progressively 
developed beyond May 21, 2011 and are best understood studied in sequence. The certain words underlined, remarked or 
highlighted herein is to help clarify perception understood by the writer and is not to place special emphasis nor to modify the 
divine text in anyway whatsoever. All excerpts herein are independent of the Promise Studies, may not agree and are 
provided for comparative purposes only. Based on the biblical admonition referenced, the studies may be strictly shared only 
at the desired request of the recipient at no-charge distribution only. Any other use is strictly prohibited. www.Wisdom666.com 
- disclaims any external ads, opinions & material linked to the content that it shares. Praises & Glory to God! Amen! 

5778 is the 107th triangular number, the surface temperature of the sun and can be factored as 
18 x 321. “18” is the value of “life,” while “321” holds the value for “length of days.” 321 is also 
three times divisible of 963, which totals the final length of days from Epic Pi Day 3/14/15 to 
Allhallowtide - 2017.  “963” holds the value for Psalm 90:12: 
 

So teach [us] to number our days, that we may apply [our] hearts unto wisdom. 
{Psalm 90:12} 

 

“1989” is the result of 13 x 153 sections at the base of the 5778 triangle.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
1989 shares the same totient function with the value of Jesus Christ (2368) at 1152. The totient 
Ψ (n) of a number is the numbers of positive integers less than itself (n) that have no common 
divisors other than 1.  There are many online totient calculators that compute totient results.  
 
 
 
 
 
The age of Abraham’s death at 175 is recorded in the 666th verse of the bible. Significantly, 1989 
is the gematria value for the very next verse when he “was gathered to his people” at a good 
old age “full of years.”  
 

Then Abraham gave up the ghost, and died in a good old age, an old man, and full of 
years; and was gathered to his people. {Gen 25:8} 

 

The totient Ψ sum of the first 49 integers equals 754 (“My Holy Name,” Hebrew value “Jesus 

Christ”) while the totient sum of the first 88 integers equates to 2368 (Greek value of Jesus Christ).   
 

 
 
 
 

The fine structure constant defines the divide of light over matter. “Light” is the 37th word in 
the bible that begins with 137th letter in Genesis 1:4: 
 

And God saw the light, that [it was] good: and God divided the light from the darkness. 
 

The first and last verses of the bible total 22 words and 88 letters. In the new order passages: 
Isaiah 9:6 and 11:1-3a; every 7th letter sums to the value of “Jesus” 888.  

2,368 ÷ 754 = “3.14,” The value of Pi 
 

49 + 88 = “137,” The Fine Structure Constant 
 

π = 3.141592... 
 

 3² + 1² + 4² + 1² + 5² + 9² + 2² = 137 

http://www.yet7000years.com/st.pdf
https://www.google.com/search?q=may+21+2011&rlz=1T4PRFB_enUS459US459&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=CuT2VJGAFYeqgwTKhoT4BA&ved=0CEUQsAQ&biw=944&bih=440
http://www.wisdom666.com/
https://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_18.php
https://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_321.php
https://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_Database.php?bnum=19&cnum=90&vnum=12
https://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_Database.php
https://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_Database.php?bnum=1&cnum=25&vnum=8
https://sites.google.com/site/mathematicalmonotheism/phi-function-of-jesus-christ
https://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_754.php
http://amazingword.blogspot.com/2010/03/does-88-magnitude-earthquake-on-feb.html
https://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_314.php
http://www.biblegematria.com/the-mysterious-137.html
https://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_137.php

